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Report: 
Scientific background: 
The oceanic crust covers ~2/3 of the earth surface, and is generated at mid-oceanic ridges. Geophysical 
studies of fast-spreading ridges like the East Pacific Rise (e.g., Sinton and Detrick, 1992) have shown that the 
ridge axis is composed of a magma chamber at depth, displaying a thin, narrow, nearly continuous melt lens 
at its top, and of an upper part formed by the sheeted dykes and the volcanics that seems to be injected from 
this melt lens. The melt lens plays a key role in the genesis of oceanic crust, as it may be a source of melt for 
both the upper and the lower crust. It is also a major exchange interface between the ocean and the deep 
magmatic crust during seawater penetration since it is located at the root zone of the sheeted dike complex, 
where the hydrothermal convective system and the magmatic one meet, and act together (Nicolas et al., 
2008). Assimilation of fragments of hydrothermalized dikes (and therefore of hydrothermal fluids) from 
above, within the melt lens have been documented (France et al., 2009). Such processes should result in 
redox variations of the magma as this parameter is related to the presence of water. These variations should 
consequently be recorded in the rocks crystallized from the melt lens, above in the upper crust and/or below 
in the lower crust. Constraining the redox conditions present during the crystallization of the lower crust 
rocks (from top to bottom: upper gabbros, foliated gabbros, and layered gabbros) should consequently help to 
decipher if the partially hydrous upper melt lens has a role in the lower crust genesis or not. 
 
Objectives: 
The objective of the experiment was to perform the first in-situ measurements of the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio in 
minerals (clinopyroxene and plagioclase) from the different lithologies of the oceanic crust. The elaboration 
of the first redox Log of a whole oceanic crust section should finally bring strong constraints on the oceanic 
crust accretion models. The comparison between samples from the Oman ophiolite (sultanate of Oman), i.e. a 
fragment of fossil oceanic crust tectonically brought on the continental margin, with samples from present-
day oceanic crust (samples from Hole 1256D of the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program) should help to build 
a convincing model. 
 
Experimental method: 
Many of the rocks that we have analyzed are very small grained, and often largely altered, with even smaller 
residual fresh mineral parts (down to a few μm). Therefore, it was critical to use a method that allows very 
precise in-situ measurements on very small areas (~1μm²). Hence we have measured in-situ the Fe3+/Fe2+ 
ratios using µ-XANES on the ID21 beamline of ESRF, the only experimental facility able to provide in-situ 
measurements with the appropriate spatial resolution. To proceed, µ-XANES data have been collected at the 
iron K-edge (7112eV) in the fluorescence mode. The pre-edge region of the XANES spectra are used as the 
centroïd position of this pre-edge is function of the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio (or redox value) in the measured sample. In 
details, a centroïd shifted toward higher energy corresponds to more oxidizing conditions. 
 
 



 

Preliminary results: 
As these experiments were only preliminary on ID-21 beamline, several tests had to be performed in order to 
get the best settings for a given measurement. A large number of standards have also been analysed in order 
to compare our experimental session with literature data. Finally ~10 shifts have been necessary all along the 
experiment for measurement improvements and standards analysis. This experimental session will be used as 
a basis for future experiments using µ-XANES on ID-21 beamline, and a largely shorter time will be 
therefore necessary to set the beamline. Finally clinopyroxenes, and plagioclases have been analyzed in ~15 
samples from the Oman ophiolite. 
The first result has been to show that µ-XANES measurements can be performed in-situ in minerals from 
rock thin-sections, and that reliable measurements can be obtained with a beam-size of 1µm² (Figures 1-2). 
We have also shown that the thickness of thin sections should be as small as possible as the beam penetration 
within the sample is important. The second important preliminary result has been to show that the redox 
signature of oceanic samples is heterogeneous, and depends on the sample position within the oceanic crust 
Log (Figure 2). The third, and important preliminary result has been to show that the centroïd position is at 
higher energy for upper gabbros, and at lower energy for lower gabbros, indicating that hydrous fluids 
(hydrothermal fluids) play an important role in magmatic processes at the top of fast spreading magma 
chambers. This result will be a key to constrain the accretion models of oceanic crust, and to constrain the 
magmatic-hydrothermal interactions.  
 

Perspectives: 
To finalise this project, samples representing the whole thickness of the magma chamber should be analyzed. 
The redox variation from the upper samples (crystallized from contaminated-oxidized melts) to the lower 
samples (crystallized from mantle reduced melts) has to be determined. More precisely, the foliated gabbros 
should be analyzed to constrain the redox conditions present during their crystallization. This last step of 
measurements will allow us to bring new strong constraints on how the oceanic crust is accreted. The 
comparison between fossil oceanic crust samples (Oman ophiolite), and samples from present day oceanic 
crust (IODP Hole 1256D) has furthermore only been started in this preliminary experiment, and more 
analyses should be obtained in order to valorised this part of the project. 
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